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SURVEY: OMNICHANNEL EXPERIENCE CRUCIAL
  Price is important, but something else is also a critical 
differentiator for brick-and-mortar retailers.
  According to the State of Consumer Behavior Report 2020 
from digital signage and in-store solutions provider Raydiant, 
69 percent of respondents said a good in-store experience is 
either important or very important to them. More than six in 
10 (62%) find store associates helpful.
  While 57 percent of respondents said they 
would shop more at physical locations for 
exclusive discounts not available online, 23 
percent said they would shop more if stores 
provided unique experiences. The omnichannel experience 
is also critical, especially regarding price comparisons. More 
than 68 percent of respondents had searched for a better 
price online after finding a product at a physical store.
  Among other key findings: Of respondents aged 18 to 
34, 55 percent prefer to shop online, while 57.5 percent 
of those over 35 prefer to shop at physical locations. The 
survey also found that people who prefer to shop at physical 
locations name the ability to see and touch products as their 
primary differentiator (40%), followed closely by an enjoyable 
shopping experience (38%).
  For men, the shopping experience (44%) is more important 
than the ability to see and touch products (23%). Women feel 
differently, with 46 percent prioritizing the physical presence 
of products and 35 percent preferring the experience.
  People of all ages who prefer shopping online name 
convenience as their primary motivator. For young people, 
access to discount codes came second at 23 percent, while 
older shoppers enjoy the ease of price comparison (11%) 
and transaction speed (11%).
  “The findings confirm our belief that brick and mortar is 
not dying, it’s simply evolving and that the retailers who are 
focused on creating true in-store experiences are positioned 
to thrive as the retail landscape continues to evolve,” said 
Bobby Marhamat, CEO of Raydiant.
  The report surveyed 1,000 U.S. consumers in January.

CONSUMER SPENDING ON MEDIA UP 4.3% IN 2019
  Consumer spending on media grew 4.3 percent in 2019, 
which is slightly slower than the 4.9 percent that advertising 
and marketing spending on media grew last year, according 
to estimates released from PQ Media.
  Those growth rates, derived from two separate reports — 
one on consumer spending and another from late last year 
on advertising and marketing spending — nonetheless show 
consumers now outspend the ad industry by a margin of 
nearly three to two, which reflects the continued shift from 
ad-supported to consumer-supported models for media.
  Global per capita spending on media hit $337.22 in 2019, 
an increase of 3.5 percent from 2018.
  In the U.S., the trend line of consumer spending growth is 
even more pronounced, with per capital spending reaching 
$1,334.34 in 2018, an increase of 1.5 percent from 2017.

HERE’S WHAT REALLY MATTERS TO IN-STORE SHOPPERS
ADVERTISER NEWS
  Staples has created a co-working store concept called 
Staples Connect that will also include space for customers 
to record podcasts and host events. Modern Retail reports 
that premium services and office space comes with monthly 
memberships that start at $49 for virtual space and range 
from $299 to $999 for physical desk space... Target-owned 

delivery service Shipt is embarking on a 
rebrand featuring a shopping bag logo in 
place of its previous spaceship logo. Ad 
Age says the company is also rolling out a 
campaign called “Over-delivering Delivery” 

featuring Shipt shoppers... Lucky’s Market, now in Chapter 
11 bankruptcy protection, plans to sell seven stores that 
had been earmarked for closure to Southeastern Grocers, 
Seabra Foods and Hitchcock’s Markets. Supermarket 
News reports all the stores are in Florida. Under the asset 
purchase agreements, Southeastern Grocers is slated 
to acquire stores in Naples, Fort Myers, Gainesville, Lake 
Mary and Melbourne. Seabra and Hitchcock’s agreed to buy 
stores in Hunters Creek and St. Petersburg, respectively... 
American Eagle Outfitters’ Aerie lingerie brand has created 
a line of swimsuits made with fabric derived from recycled 
plastic bottles, Fast Company reports. Ambassadors will 
market the 10-piece Real Good Swim collection, aimed 
at younger consumers and priced from $19 to $54... Jeff 
Bezos is also an inventor. The Amazon CEO is listed on 
more than 150 patents for inventions in areas such as 
logistics, devices and e-commerce, and he’s done most 
of this innovation in the past decade or so, according to 
Harvard Business School Working Knowledge. CEOs 
who take a direct role in patents “expand their knowledge 
of core businesses and technologies, allowing them greater 
insight into new advances that could eventually drive their 
companies’ success,” the article says... HMSHost and 
Starbucks have ended their exclusive arrangement after 
three decades, leaving both partners free to work with others 
in opening airport concessions. Restaurant Business 
online says HMSHost will continue to operate more than 
400 Starbucks airport units in North America, but the new 
arrangement reflects growing demand for local concepts in 
airport foodservice... McDonald’s will soon begin selling its 
seasonal shamrock shakes, along with an Oreo Shamrock 
McFlurry, and brand fans are very happy. In fact, that may 
be an understatement. A USA Today story tracking social 
media reaction included this tweet: “Every day we draw 
nearer to shamrock shake season, and thus, to god’s light.” 
The shakes will be available Feb. 19... Costco Wholesale 
came strong out of the gate in the first month of the year, 
Chain Store Age reports. The membership warehouse club 
retailer reported net sales of $11.57 billion for the four weeks 
ended Feb. 2, up 8 percent from $10.71 billion in the year-
ago period. Total same-store sales rose 5.3 percent, with a 
5.6 percent increase in the U.S. E-commerce comparable 
sales surged 17.2 percent.
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AVAILS
  NBC Universal seeks an Account Executive for an 
opening in Philadelphia. The ideal candidate has a track 
record of multi-platform selling 
and increasing revenue and 
share on their accounts. We 
are looking for a high-character, 
self-motivated team player with excellent organizational 
skills. This candidate is energetic, passionate about new 
business, enjoys strategic planning and wants to win. They 
have developed solid relationships with their client base and 

they understand the value that NBC and 
Telemundo62 can bring to a client’s 
campaign. CLICK HERE to apply.
  WKMG-TV, the CBS affiliate in SUNNY 
Orlando, Fla., has an opening for an 
Account Executive with 3-5 years’ TV/
Digital sales experience. Must be highly 
motivated with the ability to grow existing 
revenue AND secure new advertisers. 
Ideal candidates will have a proven track 
record of producing revenue on TV/
Digital platforms, strong new business 

development experience, and the ability to negotiate 
effectively with strong closing skills. Please send your resume 
to asawyer@wkmg.com to apply now. EOE.
  Explosive sales opportunities await you at WSIL 
Channel 3, Paducah, Cape Girardeau, Harrisburg! WSIL is 
a passionate family of marketers driven only by our clients’ 
success! At WSIL, we love to consult, create and collaborate 
in our own special way. A free flow of ideas, optimism, 
solutions, and hard work make us who we are. Join us! WSIL 
is looking for an experienced marketing sales professional 
with market-leading knowledge and a passion for broadcast 
and digital marketing to fill an Account Executive position. 
Please send resume and related materials to jobs@wsiltv.
com.

See your ad here tomorrow! CLICK HERE for details.

THIS AND THAT
  It’s getting harder for Americans to discuss politics, according 
to a new analysis of data from Pew Research Center’s 
Election News Pathways project. In total, 45% of the 
nation’s adults say they have stopped talking about political 
and election news with someone as a result of something 
they said, either in person or online... After a big holiday 
season, the gaming industry took it easy on TV advertising in 
January, with an estimated total spend of a mere $6.3 million, 
an 88 percent drop from December, according to iSpot.tv. 
Xbox accounted for nearly half of the total outlay, followed 
by Namco Bandai... U.S. hiring strengthened in January 
as more Americans hopped into the labor market, helping 
rev up the economy at the start of the year, The Wall Street 
Journal reports. Employers added 225,000 jobs last month 
and the unemployment rate ticked up to 3.6 percent from 3.5 
percent in December, an increase that reflected more people 
looking for work, the Labor Department said last week. 
Wages climbed 3.1 percent from a year earlier. “The labor 
market and the consumer are the strength of the economy 
and they’re in good shape,” said Eric Winograd, senior 
economist at AllianceBernstein.

NETWORK NEWS
  An estimated 7.86 million viewers watched Friday night’s 
Democratic debate in New Hampshire, a slight boost from 
last month’s event and still down from earlier in the cycle. 
ABC News, Apple News and WMUR-TV co-sponsored the 
event, the last debate before the New Hampshire primary 
tomorrow. The viewership are early numbers from Nielsen 
and released by ABC News. Last month, CNN drew 7.36 
million viewers for its debate from Des Moines. The debate 
numbers are still a big drop from those held earlier in the 
cycle. The first Democratic debate, held in June, drew 15.3 
million viewers on the first night and 18.1 
million viewers on its second night. That 
event was sponsored by NBC News, 
MSNBC and Telemundo. The second 
debate, sponsored by CNN in July, drew 
8.2 million viewers on the first night and 
10.1 million viewers on the next night... 
CBS has ordered two more drama pilots, 
bringing its total to six so far for the 2020 
development season. They are Good 
Sam, from writer Katie Wech (BH90210), 
and Out The Door from 24 veteran Evan 
Katz. Good Sam centers on a talented yet stifled surgeon 
who embraces her leadership role after her renowned and 
pompous boss falls into a coma. When he awakens and 
wants to resume surgery, however, it falls to her to supervise 
this overbearing blowhard who never acknowledged her 
talents — and also happens to be her father. In Out the Door, 
written by Katz, upon learning that his impending retirement 
is being pushed off by several years, an LAPD detective who 
just wants his pension so he can go off and live the good life 
decides to do everything in his power to get fired, but his bad 
behavior only leads to surprising success at solving cases... 
The 100’s Lindsey Morgan has been cast as the female lead 
opposite Jared Padalecki in the CW’s Walker, a reimagining 
of CBS’ 1990s action/crime series Walker, Texas Ranger. 
Written and executive produced by Anna Fricke, it centers 
on Cordell Walker (Padalecki), a widower and father of two 
with his own moral code, who returns home to Austin after 
being undercover for two years, only to discover there’s 
harder work to be done at home... Orson Bean, whose 
subtle wit made him a staple on television in the 1950s and 
1960s, was killed in a pedestrian traffic accident Friday in 
Venice, Calif. Bean was struck by a car while crossing Venice 
Boulevard. Many remember Bean from his appearances on 
talk shows, making frequent appearances on The Tonight 
Show and elsewhere as a storyteller par excellence. He 
was also a game show staple, a frequent guest on To Tell 
The Truth and others. Bean also once hosted his own CBS 
variety show, The Blue Angel. He was 91... And Robert 
Conrad, best known for his role in the TV show The Wild 
Wild West, has died in Malibu, Calif. of heart failure. Born 
in Chicago in 1935, Conrad moved to Los Angeles in 1958 
and found almost instant success, booking a recurring role 
on the TV show Hawaiian Eye in 1959. He later scored his 
signature role, that of Secret Service agent James West 
in The Wild Wild West. The show ran from 1965 to 1969, 
but became an even bigger hit in syndication. Conrad then 
moved on to other shows, including The D.A., Assignment: 
Vienna, Centennial and Baa Baa Black Sheep, which was 
later syndicated as Black Sheep Squadron. Conrad was 84.
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Conan O’Brien

I can never remember: 
Is it ‘WHO knows the 

best place to hide a dead 
body?’ or ‘WHOM?’
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MURDOCH SEES MORE AFFILIATE FEES BY 2022
  Fox Corp. executive chairman and CEO Lachlan Murdoch 
said the company is on a path toward generating an additional 
$1 billion in affiliate fees by 2022, based on strong renewals 
for its broadcast and cable network properties so far and in 
the future, Multichannel News reports.
  Fox saw its affiliate fees rise by about 7 percent in fiscal 
Q2. Fox had said earlier that it expected to add another $1 
billion to its affiliate coffers through retransmission consent 
and cable carriage fees, primarily because of its focus on live 
news, sports and events.

  “I can say that our announced 
expectation that we will do $1 billion of 
additional affiliate revenue by calendar 
2022, we are absolutely still expecting to 
hit that number,” Murdoch said last week. 
“That is factoring in subscriber declines. 
I think we’re doing a terrific job in driving 
these affiliate fees.”
  2022 will see Fox’s broadcast rights with 
the NFL expire, and Murdoch said the 
network is in early negotiations to renew 
its deal. “We feel we are in a good place 

to work with them as our most important partner to renew our 
rights going forward,” Murdoch said. “But it is early days in 
the conversation.”

SMALLEST FIRMS STRUGGLE TO FIND WORKERS
  The number of people working at small companies didn’t 
budge last year, even as larger businesses continued to 
expand their payrolls for a record 10th straight year.
  Head count at businesses with fewer than 20 employees 
was essentially unchanged in 2019, according to an analysis 
of ADP payroll data by Moody’s Analytics. Companies 
with 500 or more employees, by contrast, increased their 
workforces by 2.3 percent. January showed the same 
patterns, according to data released last week.
  The sluggishness in small-business hiring marks the first time 
small companies haven’t added to payrolls since 2010, when 
businesses were recovering from the financial crisis. More 
than 5.3 million businesses have fewer than 20 employees, 
according to the Small Business Administration.
  Small businesses are the first to feel the pinch from a 
tight labor market, but the challenges they face in adding 
workers highlight a threat to companies of all sizes and to 
the broader economy. Their “problems are symptomatic 
of what all businesses will be struggling with in the not-so-
distant future,” said Moody’s chief economist Mark Zandi, 
who analyzed the ADP data.
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I’m 35 and I’ve never been 
married. At this point, if 

you ask me on a date, be 
prepared to tell me about 
your retirement benefits.
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PLAY BALL! IT’S TIME TO TARGET BASEBALL FANS
  More than 25 percent of U.S. adults consider themselves 
fans of Major League Baseball. In addition to following 
their favorite teams, these 
folks watch (on TV or in 
person) minor league or 
college baseball teams (20.5%) and NHL hockey (29.7%). 
This sports-first audience is 93 percent more likely than all 
U.S. adults to tune into sports movies. And 67.5 percent of 
these fans make three hours or more of TV viewing part of 
their daily routine.
  These audience members live a sports 
fan’s lifestyle. This year, 36.6 percent of 
MLB fans will attend a sporting event in 
person and they’re 102 percent more 
likely than others to play fantasy sports. 
Look for them in the parking lots, as 
they’re 94 percent more likely to be 
cooking up something delicious while 
tailgating before sporting events.
  MLB fans belong to charitable 
organizations in a big way. In addition, 
these folks are more than 30 percent 
more likely than other adults to give $100 to charity every 
year. MLB fans are more interested than other consumers 
in charities that focus on the military and veterans, health/
disease research or prevention (not cancer-related), and 
religious organizations or ministries.
  Last year, 59.9 percent of MLB fans took action after 
seeing a TV commercial. Marketers can connect with these 
shoppers through traditional TV or online video on local TV 
stations, where these fans are 44 percent more likely than 
others to visit.
  Source: AudienceSCAN from AdMall at SalesFuel.

HOLIDAY DIGITAL COMMERCE SPEND AT $134B
  An analysis by Comscore finds that American consumers 
delivered in a big way when it came to digital commerce 
spending over the 2019 holiday shopping season.
  Overall, says a blog post by Ian Essling, the company’s 
senior director for survey innovation, Comscore tracked 
$133.7 billion in digital commerce over the holidays. That 
represents an increase of 16 percent over the 2018 total of 
$115.5 billion. The total includes nearly $8 billion on Cyber 
Monday alone.
  “While the growth rates were a bit softer than last year, it 
is still clear that digital commerce is continuing to flourish 
as more and more consumers turn to the internet to make 
purchases, during holidays or otherwise,” the post says. 
“Mobile was a driving force as well; while desktop spending 
grew 13 percent year-over-year, mobile spending grew by 
23 percent year-over-year. Additionally, mobile as a share 
of total digital spending was nearly 32 percent – the highest 
on record.”
  The top category? Apparel—by a lot. Spending in that 
area reached $27.2 billion, up 17% over 2018. Consumer 
electronics was second at $18.5 billion.
  In terms of year-over-year growth, Comscore says the 
top-growing categories included event tickets; sports and 
fitness; and toys and hobbies—an area Comscore says it 
believes is being driven by increased popularity of board 
games.
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